Interactive free-viewpoint selection applied to a 3D multi-view video signal is an attractive feature of the rapidly developing 3DTV media. In recent years, significant research has been done on free-viewpoint rendering algorithms which mostly have similar building blocks. In this paper, we analyze the four principal building blocks of most recent rendering algorithms and their contribution to the overall rendering quality. We have discovered that the rendering quality is dominated by the first step, Warping which determines the basic quality level of the complete rendering chain. The third step, Blending, is a valuable step which further increases the rendering quality by as much as 1.4 dB while reducing the disocclusions to less than 1% of the total image. Varying the angle between the two reference cameras, we notice that the quality of each principal building block degrades with a similar rate, 0.1-0.3dB/degree for real-life sequences. While experimenting with synthetic data of higher accuracy, we conclude that for developing better free-viewpoint algorithms, it is necessary to generate depth maps with more quantization levels so that the Warping and Blending steps can further contribute to the quality enhancement.
INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional television (3DTV) is nowadays broadly considered to succeed existing 2D HDTV technology. An interesting future feature in 3D imaging is to virtually move through the scene in order to create different viewpoints. This feature, called freeviewpoint rendering in multi-view video has become a popular topic in 3D research that can lead to applications such as free-viewpoint TV (FTV) [1] , 3D medical imaging [2] , multimedia services [3] and 3D reconstruction [4] . Since the number of cameras is practically limited and thereby the number of viewing angles, research has been devoted to interpolate views between the cameras (view synthesis). A well-known technique for view synthesis is called Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR), which involves the projection, or warping, of one viewpoint into another driven by a dense depth map. Most recent algorithms [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] employ projection from two reference views to generate a virtual one. Although small differences exist, these algorithms consist of basically the same building blocks. In the first step, textures and depth values are projected to the virtual view. The second step closes holes and processes contour artifacts that projection produces. The third step blends the two projected views and in the last step the remaining disocclusions are inpainted. At present, the rendering quality is measured by analyzing the output of the algorithm. Few quality assessments are performed on the individual blocks. In this paper, we perform a comprehensive and detailed analysis of the individual building blocks of most recent free-viewpoint DIBR algorithms. Furthermore, we analyze the contribution of each block to the overall rendering quality, since it provides insight about the most critical processing steps and leads to ways for improvement. For measuring the rendering quality of each building block, we employ the PSNR metric. Other objective quality metrics exist, such as described in [11, 12, 13] . These methods try to correlate the measurements with the perceived quality. Nevertheless, we have adopted the PSNR as the quality metric for comparison for two reasons. First, an advantage of the PSNR metric is that errors are measured on pixel basis so that errors resulting from the projection and interpolation will also contribute to the measured PSNR. Second, it is the most proven and commonly used method to measure quality differences in sequences with distributed moderate degradation. It will be shown that our analysis reveals that the quality improvement for DIBR concentrates on basically two processing steps that depend on the accuracy of the depth signal.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of a representative free-viewpoint DIBR algorithm used for experimenting. Section 3 explains the experimental quality analysis for free-viewpoint DIBR and the applied test sequences. Section 4 shows the obtained results and finally, Section 5 discusses the conclusions and recommendations for next generation free-viewpoint DIBR algorithms.
FREE-VIEWPOINT DIBR ALGORITHM
Let us briefly describe our own recent DIBR algorithm [10] and analyze the quality of each processing step. This algorithm contains similar processing steps as other recent DIBR algorithms [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , and we have the detailed description available. It is a simple and fast algorithm that yields results comparable to most recent algorithms. Our algorithm, depicted in Fig. 1 , consists of four steps and the individual steps will now be explained. For a more detailed description of this algorithm, we refer to our paper [10] .
Step 1, Warping: In the first step, we project or warp the textures and depth maps at the reference views to the virtual position. Contour artifacts are treated by finding high discontinuities prior to warping and omit those pixels from projecting.
Step 2, Cracks: Warping causes holes, or cracks, to appear at the virtual image. In this step, these holes are labeled by a median filter. The texture and depth values for the cracks are then retrieved by inverse warping.
Step 3, Blending: In this step, the two projected images are blended to ensure that foreground objects are visible. Blending also decreases errors in viewpoint dependency of textures and reduces disocclusions.
Step 4, Inpainting: In the last step, the remaining black pixels are inpainted by a depth-assisted weighted interpolation of textures from the edges of disocclusions.
SETUP FOR QUALITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe our quality analysis approach for the individual steps of the algorithm, the conducted multiple experiments and the five chosen test sequences. For creating a ground truth, we generate a virtual view on a position corresponding with one of the reference cameras, using the two nearest camera views for projection. The PSNR of the luminance can then be calculated from the mean squared error between the virtual and the ground-truth view. The rendering quality is calculated as an average over all 100 frames of the sequence. For each individual step of the algorithm, we measure the PSNR for only those pixels to which the step is applied.
In the first series of experiments we measure the rendering quality of each individual step of the algorithm for those pixels influenced by that individual step. The performance of each step and possible bottlenecks in the algorithm can then be analyzed. In the second series of experiments, the accumulated rendering quality after each step is calculated. The influence of each individual step on the overall rendering quality can then be analyzed and visualized. It should be noted that the angle between two reference cameras (γ) is an important factor in 3D multi-view video. Therefore, we have performed the above two series of experiments for a varying γ, as described in [8] .
The test sequences are depicted in Fig 2. The two well-known real-life sequences, 'Ballet' and 'Breakdancers', are chosen for reference purposes. The depth maps of these two sequences contain errors and therefore we have created three synthetic sequences ('Cubes', 'Cubes low' and 'Room') to experiment with accurate depth maps. The 'Cubes' sequence consists of three cubes rotating and circling in the foreground in a room mapped with highfrequency textures. To measure the influence of high-frequency textures on the view synthesis, we have created the same 'Cubes' sequence, but now the room is mapped with low-frequency textures. The 'Room' sequence is created to measure the influence of foreground objects on the view synthesis. This sequence is the same as the 'Cubes' sequence, but the cubes are removed, so there are no foreground objects in this sequence. All sequences consist of 100 frames with 8 different camera views, spanning about 30
• degrees from one end to the other. The image size is 1024 × 768 pixels with 8-bit precision texture and depth values. Table 1 contains the results for view synthesis with Camera 3 as the virtual viewpoint and Cameras 2 and 4 as the left and right reference cameras, respectively. The second and third column contain the obtained rendering quality of each individual step for the texture and depth maps, respectively. The fourth column denotes the amount of pixels involved with that processing step. The fifth column contains the accumulated rendering quality of the algorithm after each step for texture maps and the last column denotes the accumulated amount of pixels that is covered up to and including that processing step. The last two columns of the 'Ballet' sequence are visualized in Fig. 3 and provide an interesting view on the quality development. Let us now discuss the obtained results. Fig. 3 shows that the resulting rendering quality is largely determined by the first step of the algorithm. This is not surprising since this step, Warping, operates on 80-90% of the pixels. Furthermore, it is clear that blending also gives a valuable contribution. This step not only increases the rendering quality by as much as 1.4 dB, but it also decreases the disocclusions from roughly 10% to less than 1% of the image. Focussing on Step 2 (Cracks), we see that the quality is lower than that of Step 1 because at Step 2, we perform inverse warping driven by only those depth values that are estimated by a median. Nevertheless, we notice that the rendering quality after Step 2 is higher than after Step 1 for both real-life sequences. This can be explained by the correcting behaviour of the median filter. This filter not only closes holes but also corrects pixels that are warped with a wrong depth value, which occurs for the 'Ballet' and 'Breakdancers' sequences. For the synthetic sequences, the rendering quality after Step 2 is worse than after Step 1, which is expected, because the depth maps of these sequences contain no errors. The performance contribution of the inpainting step to the overall PSNR is the lowest, but since the disoccluded regions are less than 1% of the image, the contribution of this step to the overall rendering quality is very small. However, the subjective quality is significantly improved as unfilled holes give an annoying artifact. Next, we investigate the influence of high-frequency textures and foreground objects on the rendering quality by comparing the results of the synthetic sequences. In Fig. 4 and 5 , the rendering quality after each step is visualized for texture and depth maps, respectively. Comparing the 'Room' sequence with the two cubes sequences, we observe that the rendering quality for depth maps is highly depen- dent on foreground objects. Even though the sizes of the three cubes are relatively small, the errors made at the edges of these objects with projecting cause a quality drop of more than 5 dB. By comparing the two cubes sequences with low and high-frequency textures, we notice that the choice of high-frequency textures alone causes a quality drop of 3 dB. The 'Room' sequence experiences a quality increase of 0.5 dB over the 'Cubes' sequence because the sequence does not contain any foreground objects. From Fig. 4 , we conclude that the rendering quality of textures at the virtual image is dependent on the amount of foreground objects but even more on the complexity of occurring textures in the scene. Even though the 'Cubes' sequence contains no depth map errors, the rendering quality for textures is not higher than for the 'Ballet' sequence. This leads us to the conclusion that the projection, or warping, produces many errors due to the discrete quantization levels of depth maps. Our assumptions are visually supported when observing the error maps of the virtual views as shown in Fig. 6 . For the texture values, the errors are located at edges of foreground objects and at areas of high-frequency textures, while the depth map errors are only located around edges of foreground objects. Let us now discuss the influence of the angle between the two reference cameras. The results for the 'Ballet' sequence and the 'Cubes' sequence are depicted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively. For an increasing angle, we can observe that the quality produced by the individual steps degrades with a similar rate. For the 'Ballet' and 'Cubes' sequence, the degradation is 0.3 dB/degree and 0.05 dB/degree, respectively. The degradation for the 'Ballet' sequence is larger because the sequence contains much larger foreground objects and the depth maps contain errors. Although the degradation per degree is small, generating virtual images with reference angles larger than 15
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• are not recommended because of the large disoccluded areas. At these large angles, the disocclusions consist of more than 2% of the image and cause annoying artifacts, such as low-frequency patches and color degradation. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a performance analysis of the steps in a free-viewpoint DIBR algorithm for rendering virtual views in a 3D multi-view video sequence. The algorithm is representative as it contains the commonly used processing steps presented in literature, such as warping, cracks, blending and inpainting. Experiments were conducted for both natural and synthetic sequences and concentrated on the following aspects: (1) The contribution of each individual step of the algorithm by measuring the rendering quality and the amount of pixels to which this step is applied, (2) the contribution of each step of the algorithm to the overall rendering quality, (3) the angle dependency between two reference cameras. For completeness, the experiments were performed on both texture and depth maps of the virtual view. From the obtained results, we have concluded the following for the individual steps of the algorithm. First, the starting step, which is Warping, determines largely the overall rendering quality, since this step operates on 80-90% of the virtual image. Second, the Blending step can increase the quality by as much as 1.4 dB and reduce the disocclusions from 10% to less than 1% for small angles. Third, the Cracks and Inpainting steps slightly decrease the PSNR quality, but these steps operate on such a small amount of pixels that the overall quality is not affected significantly. However, these steps give a notable subjective quality improvement. Fourth, the performance of the individual algorithm steps degrades with a similar rate when the angle between reference cameras increases. For the real-life and synthetic sequences, the degradation is 0.1-0.3 dB/degree and 0.05 dB/degree, respectively. In addition, experiments with the three synthetic sequences, which differ in texture quality and foreground object complexity, provided new insights in the projection and interpolation errors on two aspects. First, the errors created during (Warping) are caused by the limited quantization levels in depth maps. Second, by inspecting the errors at the virtual texture and depth maps, we learn that the rendering quality for depth maps is limited only by the amount of foreground object edges as errors are concentrated on the edges. On the other hand, the quality of texture images is limited not only by the amount of foreground objects but also by the quality of textures in the reference views. Our detailed quality analysis gives clues for developing an improved class of next generation view synthesis rendering algorithms. First of all, to obtain a higher rendering quality, the projection errors in the first step need to be minimized. This is possible by generating depth maps with more quantization levels, either on the capturing side, or at the rendering side. Another gain in rendering quality can be expected by specifically processing edges of foreground objects. For example, algorithms may adapt their sampling rate by performing sub-pixel projection to the virtual viewpoint at these edges to achieve a higher precision and thus higher quality.
